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Abstract 

 Due to the discrepancies of gamma-induced Displacement per Atom (DPA) cross 
sections among different calculations, the present work identifies the sources of the 
discrepancies and recommends the computation of displacement cross sections 
induced by photons, including the stopping power for electrons and positrons, the 
differential scattering cross sections, and the gamma-matter interactions. The 
production of electrons and positrons and the corresponding gamma-induced damage 
cross sections computed with the above methods are validated against Monte Carlo 
simulations. The damage cross section for Photoelectric Effect (PE) is negligible for 
incident photon energy higher than 2 MeV. Above 2 MeV, the percentage of atomic 
displacement for Compton Scattering (CS) decreases with incident energy, while that 
for Pair Production (PP) increases and becomes more important than CS above 10 
MeV. In the PP, it is recommended to differently treat positrons and electrons for 
damage calculations because positrons produce 68%-77% of DPA induced by 
electrons. 9.8 × 10��	 DPA/year gamma-induced displacement is obtained in the 
heavy reflector of PERLE experiment using the recommended damage cross sections. 
Neglecting the influence of moderator on photon flux in reflector, 8.1 × 10�
 
DPA/year gamma-induced displacement damage is found in the reflector of 
Evolutionary Pressurized Reactor (EPR). 
 
Keywords: Displacement per Atom, cross section, gamma, PERLE, iron, EPR 

1. Introduction 

The irradiation-induced displacement damage is one of the most important factors 
that influence the features of materials. The atomic displacement damage is 
conventionally quantified by the number of Displacement per Atom (DPA). In nuclear 
reactors, neutron and gamma are two main sources to produce the displacement 
damage of materials. Assuming the standard DPA metric, the neutron-induced DPA 
cross sections can be computed by the processing code NJOY [1]. Moreover, some 
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improvements for computing the neutron-induced DPA cross sections are recently 
suggested [2], [3]. The resonance self-shielding correction on neutron-induced DPA 
rate calculation is also studied [4]. Results in Ref. [4] show that the consideration of 
self-shielding can reduce about 10% neutron-induced DPA rate in the fuel cladding of 
the ASTRID [5] inner core. 

Alexander and Rehn [6], [7] showed that the gamma-induced DPA in the Reactor 
Pressure Vessel (RPV) of an Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR) is around 50% 
or even more of the DPA induced by neutrons. Due to the smaller water gap between 
the reactor core and the RPV for Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs), the slowing 
down and absorption of neutrons are less important than those in Boiling Water 
Reactors (BWRs). Because of the less important slowing down of neutrons, 
comparing with the neutron-induced DPA, the gamma-induced displacement damage 
is relatively less important in PWRs than that in BWRs. However, because of the 
importance of DPA for the study of nuclear materials, the gamma-induced DPA should 
be thoroughly studied in both PWRs, BWRs, Fast Reactors (FRs), and fusion reactors. 

The methods to compute gamma-induced DPA cross sections are firstly proposed 
by Oen and Holmes in 1959 [8]. Gamma-ray produces the displacement damage 
through the three gamma-matter interactions, which are Compton Scattering (CS), 
Photoelectric Effect (PE), and Pair Production (PP). The gamma-matter interactions 
produce electrons (and positrons for the PP) which induce the atomic displacement by 
collision with atoms in materials. Therefore, the electron (and positron)-induced DPA 
should be investigated for computing the gamma-induced damage. Oen computed fast 
electron-induced DPA cross sections for various isotopes with different threshold 
energies of atomic displacement in 1973 [9]. Oen’s electron-induced DPA cross 
sections are based on the Mott’s differential cross section [10] and the Kinchin-Pease 
(KP) DPA formula [11]. Using the Oen’s electron-induced DPA cross sections, 
Baumann computed the gamma-induced DPA in heavy water reactors [12]. Later, 
Kwon and Motta calculated gamma-induced DPA cross sections for various elements 
with 24 eV and 40 eV displacement threshold energies [13]. Pinera et al. [14] 
computed the KP-DPA based damage cross sections using the Monte Carlo 
simulations. 

By taking the electronic excitation effect into account, Norget-Robinson-Torrens 
(NRT) [15] proposed a new formula to compute DPA. Consequently, Oen’s 
electron-induced DPA cross sections should be improved. Alexander [16] computed 
the gamma-induced displacement cross section by accounting the efficiency factor 0.8, 
which is used in NRT-DPA. However, Alexander consider only the factor 0.8, the 
electronic energy loss by the recoil atoms is not accounted for (the statement that 
Alexander used NRT-DPA in page 5 of Ref. [14] is not exact). Fukuya and Kimura 
[17] used NRT-DPA to compute gamma-induced DPA cross sections for iron.  

As plotted in Figure 5 in Ref. [14], large discrepancies are observed for 
gamma-induced KP-DPA cross sections among different computations. Therefore, the 
present work firstly analyzes the different gamma-induced DPA cross sections. Based 
on the thorough analyses of KP-DPA based displacement cross sections, the methods 
of gamma-induced DPA cross sections are recommended. Due to the large 
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discrepancies among KP-DPA based gamma-induced displacement cross sections, the 
recommended results are compared with Fukuya and Kimura [17] to conclude the 
results of NRT-DPA based atomic displacement cross sections for photons. 

With the recommended gamma-induced DPA cross sections, the DPA rate induced 
by gamma-ray in the heavy reflector of the Programme d’Etude du Réflecteur Lourd 
dans Eole (PERLE) experiment [18], [19] is computed. Assuming the similar gamma 
spectrum in reflector of Evolutionary Pressurized Reactor (EPR) to that in the PERLE, 
the gamma-induced DPA rate is estimated for the former. The material for the 
reflector is Stainless Steel (SS), which is also the material for the RPV, fuel cladding 
in Fast Reactors (FRs), and a candidate fuel cladding in Accident Tolerant Fuel (ATF) 
of LWR [20], [21]. Since iron is the most abundant element in SS, the DPA rate of 
iron is studied in the present work. 

2. Methods 

2.1 Stopping power for electrons and positrons 

As mentioned previously, the gamma induces displacement damage through the 
produced electrons (and positrons for PP) through the gamma-matter interactions. To 
study the electron and positron-induced reactions, the stopping power is required. The 
stopping power is defined as: 

 �() = −�/��, (1) 

where E is the energy of the incident particle, x stands for the penetration in the matter. 
Figure 1 shows various electronic stopping power in iron.  

The Bethe’s formula [22] is the most classical. The Bethe-Ashkin [23] stopping 
power is used by Oen and Holmes [8]. Cember’s formula [24] has similar results as 
the Bethe-Ashkin and is used by Kwon and Motta [13]. Baumann took the 
Seltzer-Berger [25] stopping power to compute the gamma-induced DPA in heavy 
water reactors [12]. Differences are evident among the above-mentioned stopping 
powers. The International Commission on Radiation Unit and measurements (ICRU) 
compiled stopping power for electrons and positron in various materials [26]. It is 
observed in Figure 1 that the ICRU recommended electronic stopping power is much 
larger than the previous 4 stopping powers at high energies. The main reason is that 
the bremsstrahlung is more important at high energy, while only the collision effect is 
accounted for in the above analytic stopping power. The ICRU stopping power is used 
by Fukuya and Kimura [17]. 

Because the ICRU stopping powers include both collision and radiative 
(bremsstrahlung) effects, it is recommended to take the compiled data in the ICRU 
report [26]. However, the stopping power of positron is not given for iron. Fukuya and 
Kimura [17] deduced the collision stopping power of iron based on the assumption 
that the ratio of collision stopping power of positron to electron is constant (so the 
ratio computed for copper can be used for iron). The present work uses the 
assumption made by Fukuya and Kimura. More accurate results can be obtained using 
Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18) in Ref. [26]. For the radiative stopping power, ICRU assumed 
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that the ratio of the electron to positron depends only on E/Z2 (Z is the atomic number) 

[26]. Therefore, the ratio of copper is used to compute the radiative stopping power of 

positrons in iron. 
 

 

Figure 1. Different electronic stopping power in iron. The energy in the upper figure is 

plotted on a linear scale and that in the lower is plotted on a logarithmic scale. 
 

Figure 2 shows the ratio of collision and radiative stopping power for copper 

based on ICRU data. The vertical dashed line represents the threshold displacement 

energy, which is presented in Section 2.2. Because the ratio for collision is almost 

constant in the considered region, the constant value 0.97 is used. For the radiative 

stopping power, the point-wise ratios and linear-log interpolation between two points 
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are used. 
 

 

Figure 2. Ratio of stopping power of positron to that of electron for copper [26]. The 

vertical dashed line represents the threshold displacement energy. 
 

2.2 Electron and positron-induced DPA cross sections 

The total DPA cross section by an incident electron or positron of energy E is 

calculated by: 

 �() = � �(�) ��
�� ����	 , (2) 

where ��/�� is the differential scattering cross section, �� is the maximum energy 

that can be transferred to atom, �(�) is the number of atomic displacements induced 

by an atom with energy T. Oen computed tabulated values of electronic ��/�� for 

various elements with Mott’s [10] differential scattering cross section. McKinley and 

Feshbach [27] deduced an approximation with a simpler expression for the differential 

scattering cross section: 

 
��
�� (, �) = �� !"(��# )��(�$ ) #"� %1 − &' �

�� ( �
�)* &+ ,- �

��.�/' − �
��/0, (3) 

where &' = ( 1 234')/( 1 34')' with 34' is the rest energy of electron or 

positron, +  is the atomic number, the term involving 5&+/137  is positive for 

electron and negative for positron. Accordingly, the differential scattering cross 

section of electron is larger than that of positron. The maximum transferred energy is: 

 ��() = '8
9$ ( 1 234'), (4) 

where :4' is the rest energy of atom. According to Eq. (4), the threshold energy of 

electrons or positrons for displacing atoms is: 
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 ��!,; = <(34')' 1 :4'�/2 − 34'. (5) 

where � is the threshold energy of atomic displacement. The typical value of � 

for iron is 40 eV [28]. Using this value for iron or 56Fe, one can obtain ��!,; = 0.63 

MeV. 
The classical KP-DPA [11] points out: 

 �(�) = > 0, � ? �1, � ? � ? 2��/2� � @ 2�
 (6) 

Taking the electronic excitation into account, the NRT-DPA [15] formula is expressed 

by: 

 �(�A) = > 0, �A ? �1, � ? �A ? 2.5�0.8�A/2� �A @ 2.5�
 (7) 

where �A is the damage energy that available to produce atomic displacement. By 

interpreting Lindhard’s results [29], Robinson deduced the analytic formula as [30]: 

 �A(C) = �/D1 1 E(3.4008C�/G 1 0.40244C)/
 1 C)H, (8) 

where C = �/I with I = 86.931+*/) eV, E = 0.133745+'/)J��/', Z and A are 

the atomic number and the atomic mass number, respectively. 
 Oen applied Mott’s differential scattering cross section and KP-DPA formula to 

compute the DPA cross section for electrons [9]. The present work recalculates the 

electronic DPA cross sections with the same differential cross section and DPA 

formula. Figure 3 shows the Oen’s numerical results and our calculations. The close 

to unity values of the ratio of recomputed DPA to Oen’s results validate our 

calculations and the accuracy of Oen’s data. The difference in the energy range below 

1 MeV is mainly due to the limited significant digit of tabulated data in Ref. [9]. 
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Figure 3. Electron-induced DPA cross sections based on KP-DPA 
 

 

Figure 4. Electron-induced NRT-DPA cross sections based on McKinley-Feshbach 

and Mott scattering cross sections 

 

Figure 5. Electron and positron-induced NRT-DPA cross sections for iron 
 

Oen gave only the numerical results of Mott’s differential scattering cross 

sections for electron. In order to use the same law of differential cross sections for 

electron and positron, the McKinley-Feshbach approximation given by Eq. (3) is 

proposed. Figure 4 points out the electronic DPA cross sections computed by 
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McKinley-Feshbach approximation and Mott’s exact results and the differences on 
DPA cross sections. Small difference is found between the DPA cross sections 
computed with McKinley-Feshbach formula and those obtained with Mott’s 
formalism. Consequently, the McKinley-Feshbach approximation is used in the 
present work. The correspondence between McKinley-Feshbach approximation and 
Monte Carlo simulations is shown in Section 2.3.4. 

Taking the McKinley-Feshbach approximation, the NRT-DPA formula based DPA 
cross sections for electrons and positrons are illustrated in Figure 5. The 
positron-induced DPA cross sections are smaller than the electron-induced DPA cross 
sections. Therefore, one should individually consider positrons for investigating the 
positron-induced DPA cross sections, whereas most works treat a positron as an 
electron to compute gamma-induced DPA through the PP mechanism. 

2.3 Gamma-induced DPA cross sections 

Total gamma-induced DPA cross section is the sum of three partial damage cross 
sections: 

 �KLMN = �OPLMN 1 �Q8LMN 1 �QQ(M). (9) 

2.3.1 Compton Scattering 

The DPA cross section for CS is given by [8]: 

 �OPLMN = � ��RSL8T,8N
�8 U()�8�VW	 , (10) 

where ��OPLM , N/� is the CS cross section for producing an electron of energy E. 

For convenience, the subscript (superscript resp.) of CS, PE, and PP refers to the 
damage (photon reaction resp.) cross section. The Klein-Nishina formula [31] shows: 

 
��RSL8T,8N

�8 = �LX×�	Y!N �
�$ L8T�8N Z[�$ 8

8T \' 1 2 [8T�8
8T \' 1 8T�8

8TY D( − 34')' − (34')'H],(11) 

where ^ is the charge of electron 1.602 × 10��X C, all energies are in MeV and ��OPLM , N/� is in m'/MeV = 10'e barn/MeV. The upper limit of integration 

represents the maximum kinetic energy of electrons induced by a gamma ray of 
energy M and is given by: 

 �AjLMN = '8T'k�$ /8T. (12) 

U() in Eq. (10) represents the average number of displaced atoms induced by an 
electron with kinetic energy E. It is computed with: 

 U() = lm � �n(�)
P(�) ��8	 , (13) 

where lm is the atomic density of the material, � is the electronic stopping power, 
and �! refers to the electron-induced DPA cross section studied in Section 2.2. U() 
is shown in Figure 6 with the red solid line. 
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Figure 6. Total displaced atoms per incident electron or positron. The lower figure 

shows the ratio of displacement induced by positron to that induced by electron. 
 

2.3.2 Photoelectric Effect 

The kinetic energy of electrons produced by PE is: 

  = M − o!, (14) 

where o!  is the binding energy of electrons. o!  is generally of the order of 

magnitude of several hundred eV, which is very small compared with M. Fukuya and 

Kimura took the value of 711 eV for K-shell electrons of iron [17], while most studies 

neglect the electronic binding energy. Due to the determined energy of electrons for a 

given energy photon, the damage cross section for PE is: 

 �Q8LMN = �Q8()U(). (15) 

In the region of damage calculation, the DPA cross section for PE is given by Hall’s 

formula [32]: 

 �Q8() = p




��LX×�	Y!N q"
(�$ ) expD−5t 1 2t'(1 − lnt)H 

× (Mk�)Y/ 
(M��)v/ %


) 1 M(M�')
Mk� ,1 − �

'M<M �� ln [Mk<M ��
M�<M ��\/0 × 10'e barn, (16) 

where the factor 5/4 accounts the PE for electrons of K-shell and other shells (1/4 of 

K-shell), t = +/137, w is the Lorentzian factor 

 w = 8k�$ 
�$ , (17) 

and & = <1 − 1/w'. 
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It is noticeable that Fukuya and Kimura [17] forgot the exponential in PE cross 
section. In Ref. [8], Oen and Holmes used energy in 34' unit and omitted the factor 45^
. Kwon and Motta [13] took the same equation as Oen and Holmes, but there is a 
error in the second line of Eq. (5): the denominator should be M
. 

2.3.3 Pair Production 

For the PP, because both electrons and positrons are produced for a photon with 
energy high than 234' = 1.022 MeV, one should treat both electron-induced and 
positron-induced displacement damage. Alexander doubled the electron-induced 
damage for the PP [16]. Kwon and Motta neglected the positron-induced DPA because 
the positron annihilate by combining with an electron [13]. Fukuya and Kimura used 
the most reasonable method that computing the positron-induced damage with the 
same method applied in the calculation of electron-induced DPA by using the 
corresponding stopping power for positrons [17]. This work recommends the 
utilization of the method proposed by Fukuya and Kimura. 
 Similar to the computation of DPA cross sections for CS given in Eq. (10), the PP 
damage cross section is calculated by: 

 �QQLMN = � ��xxL8T,8N
�8 yULM − 234' − N 1 Uz(){�8T�'�$ 

	 , (18) 

where Uz() represents the average number of displaced atoms induced by a positron 
with kinetic energy E. Uz() is illustrated in Figure 6 with the blue dotted line. The 
ratio Uz()/U() shown Figure 6 points out that Uz() is 68%-80% of U(). The 
differential cross section for the PP ��QQLM , N/�  has been determined by 

Davisson and Evans [32]. Evans calculated the integration over the whole energy 
domain [33]. Due to the complexity of differential cross section for PP, Kwon and 
Motta used Evans’ integrated data by assuming the equiprobable energy distribution. 
There is a typo in Ref. [13] that the constant coefficient in Eq. (12) is 5.8 × 10�
 
barn rather than 2.8 × 10�
 barn. Fukuya and Kimura used a numeric approach as: 

 
��xxL8T,8N

�8 = �$|+'}(~)/LM − 234'N, (19) 

where �$| = 5.8 × 10�
 barn and  

 }(~) = �(�) %ℎ(�) �1 − 2� -~ − �
'.�� 1 D1 − ℎ(�)H ,1 − 2� -~ − �

'.�/0, (20) 

where ~ = /LM − 234'N, � = lnLM/34'N, � = 2, U = 8, and  

 �(�) = −0.1835�) 1 1.653�' − 2.1543� 1 0.7614, (21) 

 ℎ(�) = 0.2193� 1 0.1825. (22) 

 If only the electrons are considered, the damage cross sections for PP computed 
with Evans’ integrated formula and Fukuya-Kimura approximation have a few percent 
difference. The present work uses the Fukuya-Kimura approximation to consider the 
energy distribution of electrons and positrons. 
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2.3.4 Monte Carlo simulations 

The approximative analytic expressions of gamma-matter interaction cross 

sections are proposed to compute the gamma-induced DPA cross sections. To verify 

the above-mentioned gamma-matter interaction cross sections, the present work 

compares the analytic expression with Monte Carlo simulated data. The simulations 

of photon transport are performed with Tripoli-4.10 [34] using the Evaluated Photon 

Data Library (EPDL)-97 [35].  

 

 

Figure 7. Electron production of 3 MeV (upper) and 15 MeV (lower) incident gamma 
 

Figure 7 illustrates the production of electrons in 56Fe for incident gamma 
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energies of 3 MeV and 15 MeV. The statistical uncertainties of Monte Carlo 

simulations are plotted in grey (not evident due to the small uncertaities), while the 

simulated data are illustrated by the red lines. The small peak near to the incident 

energy is the electron production for PE. Good agreement between the analytic 

expression and Monte Carlo simulations is found through the production of electrons.  

 

 

Figure 8. Positron production of 3 MeV (upper) and 15 MeV (lower) incident gamma 
 

Figure 8 shows the production of positrons for 3 MeV and 15 MeV incident 

gamma in 56Fe. Due to the small number of positrons produced by gamma-ray, the 

statistical uncertainties are larger than those of electron production. The analytic 

expression has the similar form as the Monte Carlo simulated results. Around 14% 
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difference is observed at the peak of positron production for 3 MeV gamma, whereas 

the dispersion of simulated data is also about 3%. The tendency shows that the energy 

distribution of positrons computed with EPDL-97 through Monte Carlo simulations is 

sharper than that of Fukuya-Kimura. The analytic formula has a globally good 

agreement with Monte Carlo simulated result for 15 MeV gamma. EPDL-97 has little 

flatten energy distribution of positrons for gamma-ray with high incident energy. The 

DPA cross sections computed with the two methods are illustrated in Section 3.4. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Analyses of gamma-induced DPA cross sections 

The methods given in Section 2.3 for computing the gamma-induced damage 

cross sections are fundamental and common methods. However, as shown in Figure 5 

in Ref. [14], discrepancies are observed among different results. Ref. [14] plots 

different total DPA cross sections with different threshold energies and different DPA 

metrics (KP-DPA and NRT-DPA). In order to verifier each calculation, the present 

work analyzes the partial DPA cross sections. 

 

Figure 9. Gamma-induced KP-DPA (Ed = 40 eV) cross sections for CS and for 

electrons in PP. Cember’s electronic stopping power is used for Kwon and Chen. 
 

Figure 9 plots the DPA cross sections for CS and for electrons of PP computed by 

Kwon and Motta [13] and those obtained by Baumann [12]. The Baumann’s PP 

results are divided by a factor of 2 because he doubled electron DPA for computing 

the damage cross sections for PP. The Oen’s electron-induced damage cross sections 

are used in both two calculations. The difference is the utilization of different stopping 

power, Cember [24] by Kwon and Seltzer-Berger [25] by Baumann. Small difference 
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is found in the present work between the damage cross sections computed with the 

two stopping powers due to the relatively small difference of two stopping powers in 

[2 MeV, 10 MeV] (shown in Figure 1). Due to the large discrepancies between 

Baumann and Kwon, the present work applies the Oen’s electronic data and Cember’s 

stopping power to calculate DPA cross sections, which are referred to as Chen in 

Figure 9. Our calculations are closer to Baumann’s data. Baumann gave displacement 

cross section per orbital electron in Ref. [12]. Little difference is found with our 

results if 25 electrons in CS and 24 electrons in PP are accounted for. 
Kwon’s data with Ed = 24 eV are also quite larger than Fukuya’s results with Ed = 

25 eV. The present work calculates the KP-DPA based gamma-induced displacement 

cross section with Ed = 24 eV and Cember’s stopping power (same method used by 

Kwon) and with Ed = 25 eV and ICRU stopping power (same method used by 

Fukuya). The results are illustrated in Figure 10. The reproduced DPA cross sections 

are globally in good agreement with Fukuya’s calculations, while quite different 

results are found with Kwon’s results. Both Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the stranger 

tendency of Kwon’s calculations for gamma energy of 14 MeV. 

 

Figure 10. Gamma CS-induced KP-DPA with various threshold energies cross 

sections. KP-DPA with Ed = 24 eV are computed with Cember’s stopping power 

which is used by Kwon [13]. KP-DPA with Ed = 25 eV are based on the ICRU 

stopping power used by Fukuya and Kimura [17]. 
 

The comparisons with Baumann’s data Ed = 40 eV and the calculations of the 

present work Ed = 24 eV and 40 eV show that Kwon and Motta overestimated 

gamma-induced displacement cross sections at incident energy below 10 MeV. On the 

other hand, good agreements are found between our calculations and Baumann’s data 

and Fukuya’s KP-DPA results. The gamma-induced damage cross sections based on 

NRT-DPA metric are shown in Figure 11 for CS. EPKA vs Ed represents the same 
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expression as NRT-DPA metric but replacing the damage energy by PKA energy in 

the judgment of conditions in Eq. (7) [2]. NRT-DPA (Chen) is the standard damage 

cross section computed and used in the present work. Mott-based NRT refers to the 

displacement cross section computed with standard NRT-DPA using the Mott’s 

differential scattering cross sections for electrons. The computed gamma-induced 

damage cross sections correspond with Fukuya’s results for CS. In agreement with 

results shown in Figure 4, the Mott’s scattering cross section gives a little higher 

displacement damage than McKinley-Feshbach approximation. If PKA energy is used 

to determine the number of atomic displacements in [Ed, 2.5Ed], higher DPA cross 

sections are obtained due one more displacement for PKA energy larger than Ed but 

damage energy lower than Ed (1 rather 0 in NRT-DPA). 

 

Figure 11. Gamma CS-induced NRT-DPA (Ed = 40 eV) cross sections.  
 

The gamma-induced damage cross sections for PE are shown in Figure 12. 

Comparing with the displacement cross sections for CS and PP, those for PE are 

negligible. The DPA cross sections for PE are of the order of magnitude of 10-3 barn 

for gamma energy higher than 1 MeV [13], [16]. It should be remarked that Fukuya 

and Kimura gave DPA cross sections for PE of the order of magnitude of 10-4 barn, 

whereas the present work shows also 10-3 barn. It is reasonable that our calculations 

are a little smaller than Alexander and Kwon because the NRT-DPA metric is used in 

the present work. In addition, the KP-DPA based Fukuya-Kimura DPA cross sections 

for PE with Ed = 25 eV are also much smaller than the KP-DPA based results with Ed 

= 40 eV (Alexander and Kwon) and the NRT-DPA based results with Ed = 40 eV (this 

work). Therefore, the Fukuya-Kimura DPA cross sections for PE are questionable. 
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Figure 12. Gamma PE-induced DPA (Ed = 40 eV) cross sections.  

3.2 Comparison with Monte Carlo based results 

As explained in Section 2.3.4, the Monte Carlo simulations are used to verify the 

calculations based on analytic expressions. Using the Monte Carlo simulated 

production of electrons and positrons, the gamma-induced DPA cross sections 

obtained with analytic expressions and those determined with EPDL-97 [35] are 

shown in Figure 13. Excellent agreement is found between analytic results and Monte 

Carlo simulation-based calculations. The only discrepancy is the DPA produced by 

positrons for gamma energy lower than 3 MeV. The difference can be from statistical 

uncertainty (as shown in Figure 8) and the disagreement between Fukuya-Kimura 

approximation and EPDL-97. Nevertheless, due to the negligible contribution of 

positron-induced damage in this region, the total gamma-induced DPA cross sections 

are the same for both analytic formula and Monte Carlo simulations. By consequence, 

the computation of gamma-induced DPA cross sections with analytic methods 

presented in Section 2.3 are validated. 
The analytic methods can be used to compute different partial atomic 

displacement cross sections, such as CS, PE, PP for both electrons and positrons, 

whereas Monte Carlo simulations show only the productions for electrons and 

positrons. In addition, Monte Carlo based photon transport requires much time to 

ensure the convergence of calculations for each incident energy, while the analytic 

expression can give gamma-induced DPA cross sections in a few seconds. Since the 

analytic schemes are validated against the Monte Carlos simulations, the former is 

recommended to perform the computation of gamma-induced atomic displacement 

cross sections. 
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Figure 13. Gamma-induced DPA cross sections based on McKinley-Feshbach analytic 

approximation (blue, noted as Ana) and Tripoli-4 simulations (green, noted as T4) 

3.3 Recommended gamma-induced DPA cross sections 

According to the previous analyses, the present work recommends computing 

gamma-induced DPA cross sections with ICRU stopping power, McKinley-Feshbach 

approximative electron or positron differential scattering cross section, Hall’s formula 

of PE reaction cross section, Klein-Nishina formula for CS, and Fukuya-Kimura 

analytic approach for PP. The gamma-induced displacement cross sections for CS, PE, 

PP, electrons in PP, positrons in PP, and total DPA cross sections are shown in Figure 

14 with the standard NRT-DPA metric. The total gamma-induced DPA cross sections 

computed by Pinera et al. [14] through Monte Carlo simulations are plotted by 

scattered points. Because Pinera used KP-DPA metric, it is quite reasonable that his 

results are a little higher than the NRT-DPA based total cross sections computed in the 

present work (red curve in Figure 14). 
Figure 15 illustrates the percentage of each reaction and the ratio of 

positron-induced to electron-induced displacement in PP mechanism. With results 

shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15, one can conclude that the displacement through the 

PE is negligible for gamma energy higher than 2 MeV. CS is more (less resp.) 

important than PP for producing atomic displacement for gamma energy below (above 

resp.) 10 MeV. In the PP, the displacements produced by positrons are 68%-77% of 

those induced by electrons, which is in agreement with Fukuya and Kimura [17].  
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Figure 14. Gamma-induced NRT-DPA cross sections based on McKinley-Feshbach 

approximation for iron 
 

 

Figure 15. Composition of gamma-induced NRT-DPA cross sections 
 

3.4 Gamma-induced DPA in PERLE and EPR 

With the gamma-induced displacement cross sections, one can compute 

gamma-induced DPA rate in each facility through the corresponding gamma flux. The 

present work takes the heavy reflector in PERLE experiment as an example. The 
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gamma spectrum in the reflector is computed with Tripoli-4 using JEFF-3.1.1 [36] 

and EPDL-97 and shown in Figure 16. 
Because of the threshold energy of atomic displacement (given by Eq. (5) and 

shown with dashed line in Figure 16), 53.6% photons have no contribution on atomic 

displacement. The statistical uncertainties of the gamma spectrum for Monte Carlo 

simulation is controlled within 1% below 10 MeV. Above 10 MeV, the statistical 

uncertainties are higher (2.5% in [10 MeV, 11 MeV] and 16% above 14 MeV) due to 

the small number of photons. However, due to the small quantities of photons, the 

influence on DPA rate is very limited. The gamma-induced total DPA rate in the heavy 

reflector of PERLE is 8.4 × 10���  DPA/year with 0.1% relative uncertainty. 

Because of the limit influence of moderator on the photon spectrum, the gamma 

spectrum in the reflector of EPR should be similar to that in the heavy reflector of the 

PERLE. According to the ratio of thermal power of EPRs to PERLE (10 W), the 

gamma-ray produces 8.1 × 10�
 DPA/year average atomic displacement damage in 

the reflector of EPR, while that induced by neutron is 0.31 DPA/year. Therefore, the 

gamma-induced DPA is negligible in the heavy reflector, which encloses the reactor 

core. 

 

Figure 16. Gamma flux in the heavy reflector of PERLE. The grey lines represent the 

statistical uncertainties. The dashed blue line indicates the threshold of atomic 

displacement. 

4. Conclusions  

The calculation of gamma-induced atomic displacement cross sections depends on 

the DPA metric, stopping power for electrons and positrons, differential scattering 

cross sections, and gamma-matter interactions. Due to the discrepancies of 

gamma-induced DPA cross sections among different calculations, the present work 

identifies the sources of the discrepancies and recommends the computation of 
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displacement cross sections induced by photons. The recommended method using the 
NRT-DPA metric, ICRU stopping power, Mckinley-Feshbach approximation of 
differential scattering cross sections for electrons and positrons, Klein-Nishina 
formula for CS, Hall’s formula for PE, and Fukuya-Kimura analytic approach for PP. 
The production of electrons and positrons and the corresponding gamma-induced 
damage cross sections computed with the above methods are validated against Monte 
Carlo simulations. 

The damage cross section for PE is negligible for incident photon energy higher 
than 2 MeV. However, it is important to remark that the Fukuya-Kimura results for PE 
are questionable, while their methods and results for CS and PP are quite good. Above 
2 MeV, the percentage of atomic displacement for CS decreases with incident energy, 
while that for PP increases. The CS becomes less important than PP above 10 MeV. In 
the PP, the number of DPA produced by positrons is 68%-77% of those induced by 
electrons. It is thus important to differently treat positrons and electrons in PP for 
damage calculations. 

In the heavy reflector of PERLE experiment, 53.6% photons cannot induce 
displacement damage for iron due to the threshold of atomic displacement. The 
gamma-induced DPA rate can be computed with the corresponding DPA cross 
sections for a given gamma spectrum. Based on Monte Carlo simulations, the 
gamma-induced total damage rate in the reflector of PERLE is 9.8 × 10��	 
DPA/year, which implicates about 8.1 × 10�
  DPA/year gamma-induced atomic 
displacement in the heavy reflector of EPR. 
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